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“Delivering the next-generation of economically resilient deep water projects”
Production from Shell’s global deep-water operations is expected to reach
approximately 900,000 boe/d by 2020, with new production primarily coming
from established heartlands like the Gulf of Mexico. To achieve this, Shell is
thinking radically different around how to competitively optimize production
from existing infrastructure through near field development and brownfield
redevelopment opportunities. The Coulomb Phase Two project is an example of
how Shell is delivering the next generation of economically resilient deep-water
brownfield redevelopment projects through a sustained, unrelenting focus on
reducing project development costs and timelines without compromising safety.
This discussion will focus on how Shell competitively re-scoped Coulomb Phase
Two to come up with a simple, cost effective design that improves the project’s
competitiveness by taking advantage of existing oil and gas processing
infrastructure to limit our offshore footprint and how Shell has closely
collaborated with our Partners in Safety to efficiently manage the project’s
development schedule. Coulomb Phase Two will extend the life of the Coulomb
Field by more than a decade and underscores the long-term, competitive growth
potential of the deep water Gulf of Mexico

Key Note Speaker:
Sylvie Tran has been working in the Oil & Gas industry for over 20 years. She is
currently the Non-Operated Ventures Manager at Shell’s deep water business unit
in the Gulf of Mexico. Prior to this role, Sylvie worked in various management and
project management roles in New Orleans LA, Pittsburgh, PA and Calgary, Canada
covering Shell’s deep water portfolio, shale developments, sour gas developments
and coalbed methane exploration. Finally, before joining Shell in Canada (2004),
Sylvie worked as a drilling engineer and rig supervisor with various oil and gas
companies worldwide in Canada, Australia, France and Algeria.
Sylvie holds an MBA from Harvard Business School and a Bachelor in Mechanical
Engineering from McGill University. Sylvie is passionate about community service
and serves on several Boards, including the Board of the Metropolitan Human
Services District, ARC of Greater New Orleans and Urban League of Louisiana.
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